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Migrate to Windows 10 with  
Microsoft’s Largest Australian Partner

The smarter, faster 
way to move to 
Windows 10.



Growth Ready
Responding rapidly to dynamic business requirements has always been an essential 
mission for IT managers and their teams. When you can readily say yes to innovation, 
make life easier for users, and improve productivity for the business, everyone wins.

At Data#3, we make it our mission to ensure our 
customers can say yes. Yes to mobility and to Cloud. 
Yes to increased agility, continued innovation and 
speed to market, without compromising on security.

Flexibility, responsiveness and speed to market are 
the hallmarks of successful businesses in the digital 
age. This means equipping your organisation and your 
employees with the productivity tools needed to 
compete in an economy that is ‘always on’. 

For a faster, smarter way to reduce existing 
constraints and accelerate Cloud and mobility 
initiatives, we recommend Windows 10. 

To help your business meet current and future 
business requirements and IT priorities, Data#3 
proposes an investment in Windows 10  
as a means to:

• Deliver a faster and more cost effective
way to embrace Cloud computing, deploy
mobile devices and better secure access
and applications.

• Reduce the time invested in management of
diverse networks, mobile devices and
compatibility resolution.

• Enhance productivity toolsets and improve the
self-service capabilities that IT teams can
offer to the business.

Business Requirement IT Priority

Greater productivity Design and accelerate mobility initiatives to support 

cross-device and platform workflows

Improved operational efficiency  

and reduced capital expenditure

Focus more IT resource on strategic initiatives, accelerate 

Cloud enablement, reduce time and budget spent on  

tactical management

More responsiveness, fewer IT bottlenecks Enhance Self-Service

Protection of company reputation and brand Continuous improvements to the management of 

foreseeable information and data security risks



Rock Solid Reasons to Migrate
Simplified cloud integration, fully encrypted mobile data, and better ways for users to 
harness the productivity of emerging devices and applications are just a few of the reasons 
to migrate to Windows 10.

    Manageable

Improve operational 
efficiencies with a single, 
simple management platform 
for all mobile devices and 
access controls. 

Automatic updates and 
patching reduces tactical 
management task sets.

Easier to set up and control 
onsite or remote self-
enrollment and un-enrollment 
of corporate or personal 
devices to the company 
network. Automatic removal of 
company configurations and 
applications on un-enrollment.

Support users anywhere in the 
world through Azure Active 
Directory integration.

    Productive

Enhanced voice and gesture 
interaction with devices, 
including the introduction of 
Cortana voice integration with 
OneNote and Office365.

Complete hands free 
management of documents, 
calendars, emails and  
search functionality.

Enable seamless transition of 
information between desktop, 
mobile and tablet devices for 
better user experience and 
workflow preferences.

Grant full access to resources, 
updates and maintenance, 
and maintain full control  
over access and file wipe  
for BYOD devices. 

    Secure

Expanded enterprise and 
Cloud computing administrator 
tools give devices and data 
the latest protection. 

Biometric user recognition 
for fully personalised  
device access.

Continual upgrades to reduce 
unpatched attack vectors  
within the business. 

Data encryption through 
Bitlocker Drive to render 
device data inaccessible 
to 3rd party.

End-to-end encryption 
between compute devices 
and Cloud services such  
as Azure Active Directory.

Providing expanding Mobile Device Management policies 
for corporate and personal devices01

Enabling lock down of devices to specific applications02

Delivering full mobile encryption of data without compromising 
network or application security03



Make the Move
The following offers are available to support your move to Windows 10.

Next Steps
The list of benefits that Windows 10 offers businesses and IT teams far exceeds 
the highlights noted in this document.

Much more than a refresh of previous Microsoft Operating Systems, Windows 10 positions IT managers 
and their teams to devote more time to strategically valuable initiatives, and spend less on tactical 
maintenance issues.

Read on to see why you should choose Data#3 as your partner for Windows 10.

Case Study

Data#3 is helping The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries leverage Windows 10 to reach their 
organisational objectives and create a sustainable technology future. Read the case study here.

Windows 10 Enterprise Proof of Concept

If you’re unfamiliar with Windows 10 and would 
like to explore it’s capabilities and options with 
Data#3, this 2-day Proof of Concept program is 
your ideal starting point. This program offers a 
series of technical briefs and well as hands-on 
labs so you experience Windows 10 for yourself.

Windows 10 Enterprise Pilot

For organisations who have made the decision to 
migrate to Windows 10, this Pilot Program is an 
ideal step to deployment. Built on the experience 
gained in Data#3’s own deployment, this 10 day 
program will guide you through the processes and 
solutions involved in deploying Windows 10 as 
well as ongoing management.

A Faster, Smarter Way to Work
Windows 10 is a better way to enable The Anywhere Workplace. 

It is easier for IT managers to deploy, scale and manage devices for mobile and Cloud access for users, no 
matter where they are, what device they are on, or which applications they need to access. Devices can be 
quickly configured to suit user profiles within the business; full time, part time, casual, contactor, freelance, 
corporate device or BYOD. 

http://www.data3.com/case_study/sustainable-technology-future-department-agriculture-fisheries-daf/


Shift to Data#3

Recognised 
Excellence

Data#3 is globally recognised by Microsoft as a leader in devices  
and deployment. A worldwide award finalist in Devices and Deployment 
2014 and 2015, Data#3 holds Microsoft Gold Competencies in Cloud 
Productivity, Cloud Platform and Devices and Deployment.

Data#3 has a long history of SOE expertise in development and 
deployment. Our expertise comes from our extensive Microsoft specialist 
resources and the years of experience from both our customer and our 
own internal deployments. 

SOE 
Expertise

Data#3 is one of the largest Microsoft device resellers in Australia.  
With local integration centres in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne,  
we are able to offer deployment options right through to white glove 
delivery to desk.

Deployment  
Flexibility 

and Scalability

Data#3 has the expertise and ability to execute peripheral projects which 
support a device rollout/upgrade. This includes device management 
solutions and networking – including wireless infrastructure.

Device  
Infrastructural 

Support 

Unlock the full potential of your technology investment and improve  
user engagement and satisfaction with Business Productivity solutions 
from Data#3.

User 
Adoption

Conclusion

If your business is ready to focus on accelerating mobility and cloud initiatives to reduce costs, improve 
productivity and provide a workplace user experience that will attract and support top performers, it’s time 
to shift to Windows 10.

Let Data#3 assist you explore the benefits of Windows 10 in greater detail and discuss these in specific 
relation to your business and technology environment. Speak to us today.

http://www.data3.com/windows-10/



